TWO IT By Sea LED Outdoor Wall Sconce
By Modern Forms

Product Options

Size: Small, Large

Details

- Designed in 2019
- Finish: Black
- Material: Aluminum
- Shade Material: Glass
- Dimmable When Used With a Electronic low voltage (ELV) Dimmer (Not Included)
- Dimmer Range: 100 to 0%
- Dark Sky compliant, Title 24 compliant
- Installation Type: Hardwired
- ETL Listed Wet
- Warranty: 5 Years Functional, 2 Years Finish
- Made In USA

Dimensions

Small Option Fixture: Width 4.5", Height 11.87", Extension 5.81"
Large Option Fixture: Width 6", Height 18", Extension 7.56"

Lighting

- Small Option: 15 Watt (916 Lumens) 120 Volt Integrated LED: CRI: 90 Color Temp: 3000K Lifespan: 50000 hours
- Large Option: 15 Watt (932 Lumens) 120 Volt Integrated LED: CRI: 90 Color Temp: 3000K Lifespan: 50000 hours
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MARVIN

ULTIMATE DOUBLE HUNG G2

Previously known as Clad Ultimate Double Hung-Next Generation

RECEIVED

NOV 24 2020

BURLINGTON
PERMITTING & INSPECTIONS
A contemporary classic, the Marvin Signature™ Ultimate Double Hung G2 window blends traditional beauty with state-of-the-art window performance. Reliable and energy efficient, the Ultimate Double Hung G2 window offers an auto-lock feature for convenient security, durable hardware for smooth operation and Marvin’s unique wash mode for easy cleaning. Customize your design with round top styles or single hung operation with optional Lift Lock – Marvin’s exclusive bottom rail locking mechanism for easier operation in hard-to-reach areas.
Features of the Ultimate Double Hung G2 Window

- Available in heights up to 10.5 feet or widths up to 5.5 feet
- Marvin’s exclusive auto-lock activates when sashes are closed for convenient security
- Unique wash mode allows cleaning of both sides of glass from indoors
- Narrow checkrail maximizes view, while maintaining historical accuracy
- Retractable screen option is nearly invisible when the screen is not in use
- Available with the same features in a single hung style, with optional Lift Lock
- Additional configurations include round top, stationary transom or picture window
- Hidden Lock Status Sensor option connects with your smart home to indicate when windows are closed and locked
- Available with IZ3 coastal/hurricane certification
- Available with Commercial Windows Performance certification
- CE certified